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Performance…..  “Quiet in the stalls please”
January 2007 to end March 2019….. 12.25 years of slog !

Source: Bloomberg, Morningstar3

Income Plus  310,86
TOP40 TR      313,68
ALBI TR         265,42
STeFI 237,78
SACPI            203,67



CAGR’s and Correlations
Choose your line of argument wisely

Source: Bloomberg, Jan 2007 – end March 20194



CAGR’s and Correlations
Choose your line of argument wisely

Source: Bloomberg, Jan 2007 – end March 20195



Market participants good at predictions ?
Correlation of CPI to different indices lead and lagged by different time periods…..

Source: Bloomberg, Jan 2007 – March 20196



So what are your top stock picks?
I’m favouring quality, cash generating business’ with growing market share and undervalued nogal 
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Doesn’t go down well…….
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Annualised Risk and Reward 
Quarterly performance Q2 2007 to end Q1 2019

Source: Bloomberg10



And who said SA assets underperformed?
Quarterly performance Q2 2007 to end Q1 2019

Source: Bloomberg11

Risk adjusted outperformance

Risk adjusted underperformance



That pesky ZAR – Drat and Double Drat !!!!
Quarterly performance Q2 2007 to end Q1 2019

Source: Bloomberg12



That pesky ZAR – Drat and Double Drat !!!!
Quarterly performance Q2 2007 to end Q1 2019

Source: Bloomberg13

Risk adjusted outperformance

Risk adjusted underperformance
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If your nuts aren’t going to provide over the 
winter months…  find better nuts
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Investing in “Sub-Investment” Grade

• “Investment grade” merely a descriptor of risk

• How reliable ? Err…… not very

• Is it even allowed ? Of course it is…..  South Africans better hope so !!!!

• Certainly sends a shiver down investors’ spines

• Questions constantly asked…… “Cant those instruments default?”

• Let’s look at the numbers……. Well diversified European Credit indices

• iTraxx Main 125 equally weighted European investment grade names

• iTraxx Crossover 75 European sub-investment grade names 



XOver versus Main ……Sub-Investment versus  
Investment Grade

17 Source: Bloomberg

Main         101.85
Crossover   87.84  
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XOver versus Main ……Sub-Investment versus  
Investment Grade….. “Oops”

19 Source: Bloomberg

Main         122.29
Crossover  210.05  



Some guys like that sort of thing!!!!

20 Source: Bloomberg



Some guys like that sort of thing!!!!

21 Source: Bloomberg
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Harry Markowitz, come on down…….
Portfolio risk for 2 asset portfolio
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“It seemed like such a great idea at the time”
Give me conviction and give me death !!!!!
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Portfolio optimisation….. it’s not up for debate
Anyone for a new textbook?
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Risk Reward and correlations……. in ZAR
Hold on, give me some balance
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Source: Bloomberg, calendar quarters Q2 2007 to end Q1 2019



Mixing the indices….
iTraxx XOver has substantial weights in an offshore minimum variance portfolio 

Source: Bloomberg, calendar quarters Q2 2007 to end Q1 201927
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• The Income Plus Portfolio has performed well through various market conditions… end of story

• We have no forecasting ability…. 

• European sub-investment grade diversified credit has outperformed local equity since Q2 2007

• European sub-investment grade has a compelling investment case… used as benchmark 

• Investment sizing according to Harry Markowitz…..

• Minimum variance portfolios result in large weights in offshore portfolios

• For the ZAR investor BCI Fairtree Global Income Plus Feeder Fund 

• For the EUR investor Fairtree Global Flexible Income Plus Fund

Conclusions
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Tracking benchmark so far…….
21 January 2019 to 2 May 2019 in EUR

Source: Morningstar30



Thank you



Collective Investment Schemes are generally medium to long-term investments. Please
note that past performance is no guarantee of future performance and that the value of
participatory interests may go down as well as up. Collective investments are traded at
ruling prices and can engage in scrip lending and borrowing. A Collective Investment
Scheme may be closed to new investors in order for it to be managed more efficiently in
accordance with its mandate. The Manager does not provide any guarantee with respect
to the capital or the return of the portfolio. Excessive withdrawals from the portfolio may
place the portfolio under liquidity pressure and in such circumstances, a process of ring-
fencing of withdrawal instructions and managed pay-outs over time may be followed.
Commission and incentives may be paid, and if so, are included in the overall costs.
Investors should note that the value of an investment is dependent on numerous factors
which may include, but not limited to, share price fluctuations, interest and exchange
rates and other economic factors. Performance is further affected by uncertainties such
as changes in government policy, taxation and other legal or regulatory developments.

The performance of the portfolio is dependent on the making of correct assessments of
the price movements of individual securities and other investments. Financial markets
have historically exhibited high levels of volatility and negative movements that have
affected the price of all assets within a specific class. The portfolio’s investments will
thus be subject to market risk. Through financial gearing via the long/short process, the
portfolio may be leveraged. This will mean enhanced positive gains but conversely can
mean magnified losses. No taxation has been deducted in the computation of returns.
The taxation treatment of returns is the investor’s responsibility.

All returns are disclosed net of performance fees.

Fairtree Asset Management (Pty) Ltd is registered as a financial services provider with the
Financial Services Board of South Africa, with registration number 2004/033269/07 and
FSP number 25917.

A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions, as well as a detailed description
on how performance fees are calculated and applied, is available on request from the
manager of each fund (“the Manager”), being either Sanne Management Company (RF)
(Pty) Ltd, MET Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd, Nautilus Managed Account Platform
(RF) (Pty) Ltd, Prescient Management Company (RF) (Pty) Ltd or Boutique Collective
Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd, all being registered and approved managers of Collective
Investment Schemes. The name of the fund shall reflect the name of the approved
manager of the fund. Additional information, including key investor information
documents, minimum disclosure documents as well as other information relating to the
portfolio is available, free of charge, on request from the Manager.

The Manager retains full legal responsibility for any co-named portfolio and is responsible
for the appointment of a trustee in accordance with the provisions of the Collective
Investment Schemes Control Act, 45 of 2002

We believe the information displayed is accurate and reliable, but no warranty of accuracy
or reliability is given and no responsibility arising in any way for errors and omissions
(including by way of negligence) is accepted by Fairtree Asset Management (Pty) Ltd.

This information is not intended to provide advice to, or take into account individual
investors’ objectives or circumstances. This material should not be construed to represent
a solicitation to invest in the portfolio and is disclosed for reporting purposes only.

Disclaimer
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